A b s t r a c t For ATV1 networks with heterogeneous input traffic, namely constant bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) traffic, we consider the aggregate probability that the cell transfer delay exceeds a given threshold (delay threshold probability). We use the connection traffic descriptors standardized by the ATM Forum to characterize the input traffic. In this paper, we extend our Importance Sampling simulation model, which was previously used for homogeneous traffic, to heterogeneous traffic.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
The events associated with the QoS measures in ATM networks are typically rare. For example, the CLP and the probability that the cell delay exceeds a given high threshold (delay threshold probability) are expected to be or lower. In [I] and [2] , we developed and demonstrated efficient methods for simulating for tlie cell loss probability and delay threshold probability, respectively, for single-stage ATM switches with homogeneous input traffic. These methods used Importance Sampling as a means of generating efficient simulations. We extended our work to include cell loss probability in the case of heterogeneous traffic [3] . In this paper, we present a simulation model to estimate the aggregate delay threshold probability resulting from a single stage ATM switch with heterogeneous input traffic, namely constant bit rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR) traffic. Since the probabilities involved are rare, we use Importance Sampling (IS) as a means of generating efficient siniulations. Rather than using statistical models to characterize the input traffic, we use the connection traffic descriptors standardized by the ATM Forum [4]. These descriptors are the peak cell rate i in Mbps, the mean cell rate in Mbps and tlie maximum burst duration B cells a t the peak rate. This approach has been called the operational approach in [5] .
Tail delay probabilities have been studied before in the literature. In [6], the case for CBR traffic multiplexed with Poisson background traffic is considered. The Poisson background traffic cannot accurately model bursty VBR traffic. In [7] , the VBR sources are modeled as superpositions of %state Markovian processes. Approximate solution techniques are given for the tail delay probabilities. Upper bound solutions are presented in [SI where VBR sources are modeled as '?-state MVfBP processes. The ATM Forum traffic descriptors are used for the VBR sources in [9] , but the service time is assumed to be equal to the trans- mission time of a cell. In this paper, we use the ATM Forum standardized connection traffic descriptors and consider the aggregate delay threshold probability for mixed CBR/VBR traffic. Our model does not place any restrictions on the input traffic other than the fact that it has to be UPC compliant, nor does it place any restriction on the service rate.
S y s t e m Description
We use a shared bus ATM switch architecture with infinite output buffers (although we still consider a buffer length li based on which we specify the delay threshold) and a constant service rate of fi. The switch has N p input ports and N p output ports and we assume the total number of connections is N c = N p . We assume-there are two classes of traffic: CBR traffic has p triplet (XCBR,JCBR,BCBR) and VBR traffic has a triplet (XVBR,XVBR,BVBR). For the CBR traffic, XCBR -= XCBR and BCBR = 1. We also assume that ~V B R = ~X C B R , where k E 2+ and k 2 2. For this reason, the VBR connection is referred to as the dominant class and the CBR connection is referred to as the nondominant class. Each connection is routed uniformly and instantaneously to one of the output ports through a nonblocking shared bus that operates a t a speed of N P~\ V B R . We analyze a single "tagged" output buffer to represent the performance of all output buffers.
The output buffers use a FIFO queueing discipline. Our model does not place any restrictions on the value of fi. We also assume worst case VBR traffic. We consider worst case UPCcompliant VBR traffic to be the periodic greedy ON/OFF traffic pattern. In the ON period, the source generates traffic at a peak rate of ;\VBR for a burst duration of BVBR, and the O F F period is required to average out to the mean rate XVBR. For the simulations, we use a slotted time model resulting from normalization with respect to the peak rate of the VBR source, XVBR. Hence, one slot corresponds to the transmission of a 53-byte ATM cell at the peak rate of the dominant source. With this normalization, the equivalent arrival rate of the VBR source is 1 cell/slot and that of the CBR source is & R /~V B R = l / k cells/slot, where k was defined above. Both the VBR and the CBR traffic are periodic. The corresponding periods are-then given by TVBR = ~V B R B V B R / A V B R and TCBR = ~VBRBCBR/XCBR = k.
Since both the VBR and CBR traffic are periodic, the entire input traffic has a super-period of Tsp = lCm(TVBR, TCBR). w e assume TVBR to be an integer multiple of k so that TVBR = Tsp.
After normalization, the equivalent service rate is given by fi = f i / i V~~ cells/slot. An example of the resulting slottedtime pattern is plotted in Fig. 1 for ~\ Due to the periodicity of the traffic, we can fix one VBR connection to start a t slot 0 without loss of generality. Hence, the first component of 2 is always 0.
Each arrival slot is composed of N c service slots. If a t an arrival slot the number of cell arrivals is N < N c , we assume these cells occupy the first N service slots. In each service slot, one cell can be loaded into the output buffer and ~/ N c cells can be serviced. For a cell that is not lost due to buffer overflow, the delay threshold r represents a fraction of the buffer length, Km = CUI<. T h e queue length is compared to I i , right after the arrival (but before the service) of a cell in a service slot. The delay threshold will be represented by r and lie, interchangeably in this paper. Since we estimate the aggregate delay threshold probability, there is no distinction between cells in an arrivd slot. Hence, all cells have equal priority upon arrival in an arrival slot. 3 S i m u l a t i o n Framework and Monte Carlo S i m u l a t i o n 3.1 E x h a u s t i v e Solution to PTH Let D, , , be the maximum number of cells that can exceed the given delay threshold for the infinite buffer. In [lo, 111, we show that for homogeneous traffic sources, the worst case congestion occurs when all connections start a t the same slot. This also holds for heterogeneous sources. Hence, D, , , can be found by running the AAZ vector given by 2 = ( 0 . . .010.. . O ) . This run is equivalent to a single simulation run and adds negligible overhead to the overall simulation. Following the notation and the same multinomial formulation in [2], let V be the set of all connection starting-slot vectors and n T H , be the number of connection starting-slot vectors that map to exactly j cells that exceed the threshold r in steady state. As in [ 2 ] , the probability that J cells exceed the threshold in steady state is
Note that ,,Dz-~T H , = 1. Hence, as in [2], the delay threshold probability for the infinite buffer is given by:
Using Monte Carlo simulation, we form an unbiased estimate where I,(s) is the indicator function for j cells exceeding the threshold in steady state for vector s. Since the delay threshold probability is rare, if j cells do not exceed the threshold, then most of the time 0 cells will. Thus, we consider the bins t o be independent since bin 0 is not included in our estimates [lo] . This multiple bin structure also helps us generate proper confidence intervals for our estimates. Since we do not know the probabilities PTH, a priori, we estimate the variance of PTX a s follows:
where, as in [a] , ~' ( I~T H~) are the estimates of the estimator variances for the individual bins:
Following [3] and [2], we generate confidence intervals using the result that the confidence interval of a weighted sum of individual multinomial probabilities follows a x ' distribution [12].
Range for Nc
There is a minimum number of connections necessary, N c = N c , ( r ) , such that if there are less than N c , ( r ) connections, no cells will exceed the threshold [11, 21. For heterogeneous traffic, N c , ( r ) can correspond to different combinations of the number of CBR and VBR sources. We arbitrarily fix the number of VBR (dominant) connections to the minimum number required with NC C B R (nondominant) connections, N Z J r ) , such that if there are less than NZ, ( r ) VBR connections, no cells will exceed the threshold. We then vary the number of CBR sources and estimate delay threshold probabilities. Varying the number of VBR sources w i l l result in delay threshold probability curves very similar to the ones in [IO, 21. Let the number of CBR connections be fixed at NZ a t a threshold of r. If only VBR sources were present, the minimum number of connections required, Nc,(r), is given by [IO, 21: where Ncells is the number of cells that arrive in a superperiod: 4 Importance S G n p l i n g Method For ATM networks, the delay threshold probability range of interest is lo-' to In order to obtain sufficiently accurate estimates in this range, a t least 1 0 '~ to i o L 4 Monte Carlo simulation runs are necessary. Thus, MC simulation quickly becomes intractable a t these low probabilities. We use Importance Sampling to modify or "bias" the initial probability density function (pdf) f3,%(g1, g2) to fl;; ,"; (E;, 2; ) such that the estimate is formed with this new pdf. Here, VI refers to the set of all possible connection starting-slot vectors g1 for the VBR source and VZ refers to the set of all possible connection starting-slot vectors g2 for the CBR source. Note that V = VI x &. Let us call the new estimate P G H . Note that due to the independence of the VBR and C B R connections, the pdf can be written as: fv,,s(g,, g2) = fv,(gl).fv,(g2). Since there is little to be gained by biasing the CBR source, we only bias the VBR source.
To keep PTH unbiased, each important event (identified by cells that exceed the threshold) must be appropriately weighted or "unbiased". Since we only bias the VBR source, f;; ,v; ($, 2; ) = f;; (2;) . f~,(g;). Hence, the weight used to unbias the IS estimate is given by W(ZJ;,~~J) = I U (~J ; ) . 1. Additionally, we require that the biased pdf f;.(g') > 0 whenever the original pdf f~( 2 )
We solve the problem of delay threshold probability calculation with three algorithms as in [ 2 ] . The first algorithm (distance calculations) generates distances that identify the set V' in the implementation of IS. T h e second algorithm (interval reduction) samples a connection starting-slot vector and generates an IS weight given a set of distances. T h e third algorithm (distanceshrinking) further increases simulation efficiency by taking advantage of the multiple bin structure ['] . The functions and relations of these three IS algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 .
----
Theory
The important region can be identified by a subset VTH of V such that every vector 2 = (2, 1g2) in VTH results in at least one cell that exceeds the threshold. Due to the multiple bin struc- 
D i s t a n c e C a l c u l a t i o n s
As mentioned before, we bias only the VBR source since there is little to be gained from biasing the CBR source. Here, the function of the distance calculation algorithm is to identify the set VT from which the VBR starting-slot vector 2, is to be sampled. We define a d-distance as the mazimum distance in arrival slots between the connection starting-slots of the first and last bursts of the VBR source such that a t least one cell can exceed the threshold for at least one of the CBR vectors 2, E V,. Fig. 3 . In this starting-slot configuration, one VBR burst is fixed a t slot 0 and another VBR burst is fixed a t slot do. The remaining NCo(r) -2 VBR bursts are distributed over the interval [0, . . . ,do] . By definition, all VBR bursts in this configuration start within do slots of each other. In the configuration in Fig. 3 , we force one cell to exceed the threshold. By definition, NE, ( r ) VBR bursts are required for at least one cell to exceed the threshold. Hence, the queue length cannot drop to 0 in t,he interval [0, . . . ,do] . Also, since p < 1, if one cell in a VBR burst exceeds the threshold, the remaining cells in that burst will also exceed the threshold. Hence, to find do, we force the last arriving cell of the VBR burst fixed at slot do to exceed the threshold. Then, (10 is found by maximizing the distance obtained by varying the starting-slot positions of the N & ( r ) -2 bursts distributed over the interval [O,. . . ,do] .
Note also that the queue length will not chop to 0 throughout the entire support of the bursts. Thus, the effect of the Let z be the total number of CBR cells in the range from slot 0 to slot do + BVBR -1. Then, we have:
Forcing the black cell in Fig. 3 to exceed the threshold, we have:
is the total number of connections.
Hence,
NC
To simplify the above equation, we iise the following relation:
Thus, we upper bound z as follows:
where M C B R is the maximum number of CBR cells that can arrive during the arrival of one VBR burst and is given by:
Let do be the upper bound for do generated by replacing z with Z. Thus, using Eq. 14 in Eq. 13, we have:
is the total contribution of
N & ( T ) VBR bursts to the queue length. T h e expression in
Eq. 1,6 is maximized when y = 1, indicating only one cell in slot do + BVBR -1. Incidentally, this cell is the last cell of the VBR burst fixed to start a t slot do. Incorporating y = 1 and choosing the maximum possible integer value for 2, we get:
For the case of N V B R = N ; J r ) + r VBR connections, we use a similar configuration as in Fig. 3 , but for which NVBR-2 VBR bursts are distributed over the interval [O,. . . , d,] . We have:
The expression in Eq. 18 can be used by itself to generate the d-distances. However, it is known to represent an upper bound due to the upper bound of 2. For increased efficiency, the following iteration is used to generate the exact d-distances: VBR connections. Since p 2 1, a physical constraint for this case is that do 5 BVBR. To find do, we start with all VBR connections at slot 0 and cancel the effects of cells pertaining to one of the bursts such that they no longer contribute to the final queue length (in essence, we remove the effects of the cells on the queue length, or simply "remove" the cells). We remove cells from the last burst starting from the rightmost support and proceed towards slot 0 or starting from the leftmost support and proceed towards slot BVBR -1, as seen in Fig. 4 . The rationale behind removing cells from the last VBR burst and not any other burst is that, by definition, N~? ( T ) -1 bursts alone are not sufficient for a cell to exceed the threshold. As before, let the number of CBR cells in the support from slot 0 to slot BVBR be denoted by z. For this case, 2 is given by the following:
where h!!CBR is defined as for the p < 1 case. Let f be the number of cells removed. We find the maximum possible value of f such that one cell is guaranteed t o exceed the threshold.
The cell that exceeds the threshold varies depending on the direction of the removal process. For both cases, the cell that is guaranteed to exceed the threshold is shown in black in Fig. 4 For rightward removal, we have to check whether or not any CBR cells can fall into slot BVBR + 1. Forcing the black cell to exceed the threshold, we have:
where y = 1 if &BR = !TCBR, 1 E 2+ and y = 0 otherwise and
is the total contribution of a cell to the queue length in a service slot. Solving for f, we obtain:
where V, is defined as for the 11 < 1 case. Since p > 1, the maximum number of arrival slots necessary to cancel the effects o f f cells, thus keeping the queue length unchanged, is f. Hence, we set do = f, yielding the following: (22) where y = 1 if BVBR = ~T C B R , 1 E 2 ' and y = 0 otherwise.
For leftward removal, we have to check whether or not any CBR cells can fall into slot &eh -1. Again, forcing the black cell to exceed the threshold, we have: 
B
We observe that for leftward removal, f is maximized when the CBR connections are aligned such that z = 0. We have:
Combining Eq.'s 22 and 25 and also generalizing to the case of NVBR = fVEo(r) + r VBR connections as in Case 1, we find: 
Distance S h r i n k i n g Algorithm
The original d-distances described above are derived by forcing one cell to exceed the threshold. Vectors that correspond to more than one cell exceeding the threshold have connections confined to a distance smaller than the original d-distances, and are thus rarer than vectors that produce one cell that exceeds the threshold. Thus, it is more efficient to target individual bins. The Distance Shrinking Algorithm was developed in [lo] and drives the simulation by targeting the individual bins [2]. 4.5 S i m u l a t i o n Efficiency U s i n g IS The improvement in simulation efficiency using IS can be calculated by assuming the same number of MC and IS simulation runs and taking the ratio of the resulting estimator variances. For any bin j , the number of IS simulation runs is n3 and the probability estimate is If hlC simulation were used for bin j, the estimate formed would involve a sum of Bernoulli trials on the hits on bin j, divided by the number of trials as in Eq.
5 . Then, assuming the number of trials was n j , an estimate of the variance for bin j is given by lj;,, ( I -j a H j ) / n 3 . Hence, we estimate the improvement as follows:
Here, D,,, is known, n3 and of the IS simulation, where 62($;H,) is calculated as in Eq. 7. 5 E x p e r i m e n t a l Results
The input parameters for the sources are listed in Table 1 . We generated simulation results for two systems. System A consisted of CBR sources and VBR-1 sources. System B consisted of CBR sources and VBR-2 sources. The system parameters and derived parameters for these systems are listed in Table 2 .
We first considered System A (with p > 1) with three threshold levels, T = 40%, i-= 45% and i-= SO%, corresponding to queue lengths of 90, 100 and 110 cells, respectively. The number of VBR sources was fixed at 6 and the number of CBR sources was varied. The stopping condition for the simulations was set a t 100 hits per bin. In Fig. 5(a) , the aggregate delay threshold probability curves are plotted as solid curves. T h e improvement factors (or simulation speedup) resulting from using Importance Sampling rather than conventional Monte Carlo simulation are plotted as dashed curves. The 95% confidence intervals are depicted with the same style point as the delay threshold probability curve. For 6 VBR sources, one CBR source was sufficient for cells to exceed the thresholds of r = 40% and r = 45%. For i-= SO%, at least two CBR sources were necessary for cells to exceed the threshold. As expected, the delay threshold probability increases when the number of CBR sources is increased and decreases when the delay threshold is increased. The difference between the aggregate delay threshold probability curves decreases as the number of CBR connections is increased. Also, the 95% confidence intervals widen as more CBR sources are added. This is due to the fact that, even though the probability being estimated increases as more CBR sources are added, SO does D,,, and hence more and more hits per bin are necessary to keep the estimator variance constant and throughout the simulations, the stopping conditions were set at 100 hits per bin. As seen in Fig. 5(a) , the improvement factor is inversely proportional to the probability being estimated. The improvement factor approaches 1 as the delay threshold probability exceeds loe5 to lo-*. Monte Carlo simulation is generally feasible for these probabilities, but will result in higher confidence intervals since it does not incorporate the distance-shrinking algorithm which targets individual bins. For 4 VBR sources, one CBR source was sufficient for cells to exceed the thresholds of r = 85% and r = 90%. However, a t least 2 CBR sources were necessary for cells to exceed the threshold at = 95%. Similar behavior in terms of delay threshold probabilities and improvement factors were also observed for System B, where the improvement factors were again inversely proportional to the probability being estimated. However, the increase in delay threshold probability as more CBR sources are added is more gradual due to the large period of System B. Another result of this is that, a t a fixed number of connections, the delay threshold probability decreases more and more as the threshold is increased, which can also be observed in Fig. 5(b) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the problem of estimating rare aggregate delay threshold probabilities in ATM networks with heterogeneous input traffic consisting of CBR and VBR sources. We used the ATM Forum standardized connection traffic descriptors to characterize the input traffic (operational approach).
For the heterogeneous model, we used a multinomial formulation which effectively removed correlations (due to burstiness) between delay threshold events, and produced a "multiple bin" simulation structure. We presented a three part Importance Sampling procedure based on this structure. The multiple bin structure and the Importance Sampling procedure were previously used for ATM switches with homogeneous input traffic.
For the experimental systems considered, we observed that the improvement in simulation efficiency (speedup over standard Monte Carlo simulation) was inversely proportional to the probability being estimated.
